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INTRODUCTION
Denim is undergoing a transformation for 

Fall/Winter 2016-17, updating shapes with 

a fresh range of inspirational, fashion-for-

ward themes. Essential new season styles 

create directional additions to the winter 

wardrobe, influenced by the worlds of 

sport, workwear, DIY culture and beyond. 

Analysed by famoust blog denim trend ex-

perts, see how these F/W16 theme trends 

bring innovative developments into denim 

collections, revamping everything from 

color, wash and surface to silhouette and 

details. 
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CONTRAST

This is your one way ticket to the 
good old days! Classic, make-
them-stare flares and fancy pants 
prints are just some of the re imag-
ined revival pieces to rock.

whatever in prints or 
weaving, the geo-
matric pattern tell the 
trends... 

The shiny denim trend 
strengthens with metallic 
yarns, wefts and treatments 
expanding offerings.

Whether horizon-
tal, vertical, thin, 
thick, stripes make a 
graphic statement, 
day or night.
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RETRO
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black weft

jacquard

embroidery

print
This season’s dizzying array of 
jeans—ablaze with eye-popping 
patterns, tactile fabrics, and striking 
details—are, in fact, super-versatile. 

The embroidered trend is a huge one 
for Fall. Many designers and more 
have all released some great styles 
that are reminiscent of the pairs that 
walked the Paris runways. 

One of the more festive winter fashion 
trends we love is the reemergence of 
jacquard fabrics. The texture, shine, and 
colors scream holiday cheer, and when 
you get it right, it’s absolutely stunning! 
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FANCY
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Denim has probably been 

in fashion since the day it 

was invented.  Denim can 

be sexy or elegant, edgy 

or tough – all depends 

on the fashion season 

and the character of 

the wearer. For Fall/ Win-

ter 2016 designers have 

left a lot of great styles 

behind but they do offer us 

a few really wonderful 

ones instead.
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12130 10311 15058

4250-1 I9 15061 15062

13070 14103 13040 KF5

resistant
the water-resistant 

treatment making denim 
stylish yet comfortable

embossed moisture wicking moisture wicking + thermo

approved for lycra all seasons

abrasion 
approved for 

tough max & lycra

stretch
approved for 

lasting fit & lycra

4-way stretch
approved for 

lycra dual fix & x-fit
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